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1. (10%) Consider the following model: 

         tt LLYL ε)5.03.01()1( 22 −−=−

(a) Is the model for Yt stationary? Why? 
(b) Let Wt =(1-L)2Yt. Is the model for Wt stationary? Why? 

 
2.  (15%) Which of the following can cause OLS estimators to be biased? 

(a) Heteroskedasticity 
(b) Omitting an important variable 
(c) A sample correlation coefficient of 0.95 between two independent variables both included in 

the model 
 

3. (15%) An Economist is studying the variation in fatalities from road traffic in different states. She   
hypothesized that the fatality rate depends on the average speed and the standard deviation of speed in 
each state. No data are available on the standard deviation, but in a normal distribution the standard 
deviation can be approximated by the difference between the 85th percentile and 50th percentile.  Thus, 
the specified model is  

 
     uXXXY +−++= )( 233221 βββ  
Where Y = fatality rate 
      X2 = average speed 
      X3 = 85th percentile speed  
Instead of regressing Y on X2 and ( 23 XX − ) as in the specified model, the research assistant fits 
     uXXY +++= 33221 ααα  
with the following results: 
     Y = constant – 0.24 X2 + 0.20 X3 + e 
With R2 = 0.62, number of observations=2,000.  The t statistics for the two slope coefficients are 

-1.8 and 2.3, respectively, and the covariance of the regression slopes is 0.003.  Use these regression 
results to calculate a point estimate of 2β  and test the hypothesis that average speed has no effect on 
fatalities. 
 

4 (20%) The equation 

   1,2,...,48i              lnln =++= iii PG εβα          

   is assumed to describe the relationship between per-capita gasoline consumption in state  (Gi i) and the 
price of gasoline in state  (Pi i), with data available for the 48 continental states in a given year.  The 
disturbances εi are assumed to be distributed with mean zero and variance σ2  and to be fully 
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independent of ln Pj for all and j.  Further, however, the disturbances for different states are 
correlated according to their proximity, i.e., 

i

    ijd
ji eE λσεε −= 2)(  

    where dij is the distance between the geographical midpoints of states and j, and λ> 0. i
    (1). What are the properties of the least squares estimators of αand β? 
    (2). Is there a better procedure than least squares for the case in which the values ofλ is known? If so, 

what is it and what properties would the procedure have? 
    (3). Supposeλ were unknown.  Can you suggest a procedure to estimateλand β which would be 

preferable to least squares? 
 

5. (40%) For each statement given below indicate whether it is true, false, or uncertain and then explain 
your answers and provide appropriate analysis to support them. 

(1) The stochastic disturbance in a regression model represents all explanatory variables that have 
been omitted from the regression equation as well as the effect of pure chance.  There is no 
way of testing the omission of relevant explanatory variables about which we do not know or 
for which we have no measurements, although we suspect that they should be included. 

(2) Insignificant parameter estimates should always be deleted and the model reestimated without 
them. 

(3) If R2 = 1 – SSE(residual sum of squares)/SST(total sum of squares), then 0≦R2≦1 
(4)   If regressors are not fixed, t or F distributions of test statistics are still  valid. 
(5)   Suppose we estimate the following two equations using Ordinary Least Squares: 
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